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ABSTRACT

We have conducted Raman spectroscopy experiments on liquid ethane (C2H6) at 300 K,
obtaining a large amount of data at very high resolution. This has enabled the observation of
Raman peaks expected but not previously observed in liquid ethane and a detailed experimental
study of the liquid that was not previously possible.

We have observed a transition between rigid and nonrigid liquid states in liquid ethane at ca. 250
MPs corresponding to the recently proposed Frenkel line, a dynamic transition between rigid
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liquid (liquidlike) and nonrigid liquid (gaslike) states beginning in the subcritical region and
extending to arbitrarily high pressure and temperature. The observation of this transition in
liquid (subcritical) ethane allows a clear differentiation to be made between the Frenkel line
(beginning in the subcritical region at higher density than the boiling line) and the Widom lines
(emanating from the critical point and not existing in the subcritical region).

Furthermore, we observe a narrow transition at ca. 1000 MPa to a second rigid liquid state. We
propose that this corresponds to a state in which orientational order must exist to achieve the
expected density, and can view the transition in analogy to the transition in the solid state away
from the orientationally disordered phase I to the orientationally ordered phases II and III.
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INTRODUCTION
The supercritical fluid state beyond the critical pressure (Pc) and critical temperature (Tc) is
frequently viewed as a region in pressure-temperature (P,T) space where material properties
change in a gradual and monotonic manner. In fact, this simplistic viewpoint belies the
enormous complexity of the supercritical fluid, and liquid, states. Whilst it is correct to state that
there are no first order phase transitions there are a number of other transitions present (Widom
lines1,2, inversion lines3,4 and the Frenkel line5) dividing P-T space into regions where the sample
has qualitatively different properties.
We will begin our discussion with the Widom lines6,7. When the boiling line is crossed below
the critical point, there are discontinuities in some parameters. For instance there are abrupt
maxima in the isochoric and isobaric heat capacities, an abrupt minimum in the speed of sound
and a discontinuous jump in the density. If a transition is made just beyond the critical point –
for instance an isothermal pressure increase through Pc just beyond Tc – then less abrupt maxima
and minima are observed in the heat capacities and speed of sound, and a point of inflexion is
observed in the density. The plot of the line through P-T space linking these points for a specific
parameter is a Widom line. The Widom lines for a given sample all emanate – by definition –
from the exact critical point, and extend a finite distance from it6. The further beyond the critical
point, the more smeared out the maxima etc. become until eventually they disappear completely.
In the vicinity of the critical point the fluid density is such that there is on average just enough
space to squeeze in an additional particle in between each particle in the fluid. The Widom lines
emanate from the critical point and extend from it roughly along isochores. In the P,T region
below Tc but close to the boiling line region the liquid is gaslike.
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On the other hand, as pressure is increased (for instance, in an isothermal path commencing at or
just below the critical point) the density increases until the theoretical description of the liquid as
a gaslike sample is no longer appropriate. It is now proposed5,8 that this change manifests itself
in qualitative changes to the dynamic properties of the liquid. In the liquid state close to the
melting curve the motion of particles is principally oscillatory motion about certain equilibrium
positions and the Debye model can be applied in a similar manner to solids, giving a dispersion
relation of vibrational modes up to a certain maximum frequency 𝜔𝐷 and corresponding
minimum period 𝜏𝐷 . The occasional diffusive motion of particles is characterized using the
parameter of the liquid relaxation time 𝜏𝑅 9; this is the average time that a particle spends in a
certain equilibrium position before executing a jump to a new equilibrium position. This is a
contrast to the dynamics in the liquid state close to the critical point, where particle motion is
entirely diffusive.
Upon pressure decrease or temperature increase away from the region close to the melting curve
𝜏𝑅 decreases drastically, to the point where 𝜏𝑅 < 𝜏𝐷 . At this point the particles do not remain in
an equilibrium position for long enough to support even the highest frequency shear waves, the
ability to support the lower frequency shear waves having already been lost. The narrow P-T
region where this change occurs has been christened the “Frenkel line”5. The most fundamental
quantitative definition of the Frenkel line is the conditions at which the minimum in the velocity
autocorrelation function disappears, leaving particle motion which is purely diffusive instead of a
combination of diffusive and oscillatory motion8. The shear wave criterion follows from this, as
do predicted effects on solubility / miscibility of fluids10 and (related to the shear wave
propagation) explanation of the experimentally observed trends in heat capacities of liquids11.
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We will refer to the region in which the liquid can support shear waves as the “rigid liquid” state,
and that in which it cannot support shear waves as the “nonrigid liquid” state, though we note
that the terms “liquidlike” and “gaslike” have also been used. The Frenkel line is expected to
begin in the subcritical region and, unlike the boiling line and Widom lines, continue to
arbitrarily high P,T in the supercritical region. This is because, whatever the temperature, it is
possible to compress the supercritical fluid into a close-packed rigid structure if enough pressure
is applied. Indeed, the Frenkel line has been observed by Prescher et al. in supercritical neon12,
by Pipich and Schwahn in supercritical CO213 and by ourselves in supercritical methane14.
In our spectroscopy study on supercritical methane we observed a narrow crossover in dynamic
properties up to the highest temperature reached in the study, 397 K (2.1Tc)14, which we
associated with the Frenkel line. In this contribution, we complement the methane study with a
study of ethane (C2H6) at ambient temperature (300 K). The critical temperature of ethane is 305
K so these experiments allow us to study the proposed continuation of the Frenkel line into the
subcritical region, one of the most controversial aspects of the proposal15.
From the experimental point of view, ethane has a variety of Raman-active excitations observed
with significant intensity allowing more detailed information to be obtained about the transition
between the rigid and nonrigid liquid states. Existing studies of solid ethane indicate that it
remains chemically stable at 300 K well above the solidification pressure of 2500 MPa.
Podsiadlo et al.16 performed single-crystal X-ray diffraction at 295 K at 2700 MPa and 5900
MPa. Their diffraction pattern was indexed to a structure in which the ethane molecule remains
intact. Zerr et al.17 studied the decomposition of ethane under extreme conditions. In their work,
compression at 300 K to over 20 GPa produced no evidence of irreversible chemical changes.
Laser heating to above 3000 K was necessary to induce decomposition of the ethane molecule.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYSIS METHODS
A diamond anvil cell (DAC) was equipped with diamonds having 1000 μm diameter culets, and
stainless steel gaskets. Ethane was liquefied inside a cryogenic loading apparatus by cooling the
apparatus with liquid nitrogen. The DAC was then closed whilst completely immersed in liquid
ethane. The liquid nitrogen does not enter the cryogenic loading apparatus during this procedure,
and the strong Raman-active nitrogen vibration was not observed during our experiments.
Pressure was measured using the ruby photoluminescence method, resulting in a typical error of ±
0.002 GPa. Due to the need to collect several Raman spectra of ethane at each pressure, pressure
was measured both before and after the collection of the ethane data at each pressure to evaluate
the total error in the pressure measurement. In all cases error bars are too small to display. Data
were collected on pressure decrease at constant temperature.

To calibrate the pressure

measurement, a spectrum was collected of the same chip of ruby as used for pressure measurement,
at ambient conditions.
Two separate Raman spectroscopy experiments were performed. The first experiment was
performed using 532 nm laser excitation and a conventional single grating (1200 lines per mm)
0.32m Raman spectrometer. Spectra were collected using a 100 µm diameter entrance slit,
resulting in a spectral resolution of 4.1 cm-1 half width half maximum (HWHM). A second set of
spectra in the first experiment were collected at each pressure data point with a 50 µm diameter
entrance slit (spectral resolution of 2.1 cm-1 HWHM) to evaluate the degree to which the linewidth
of the spectral peaks was limited by spectral resolution. The spectra collected at 100 µm slit width
were used in the analysis except where otherwise stated (see supplementary material), due to the
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better signal to noise ratio obtained with the 100 µm slit width. Data were collected up the freezing
pressure of 2500 MPa.
The second experiment was on a 0.8m Raman spectrometer with 100 µm slit width and 1800 lines
per mm grating, resulting in a spectral resolution of 1.3 cm-1 HWHM. Data were collected up to
1000 MPa.
All data from both experiments were collected upon pressure decrease. At the lowest pressures
studied, our spectra agree with those of ethane at ambient conditions in the gas state (see for
instance ref.18).
Both spectrometers were calibrated using the Raman peaks from silicon and diamond collected at
ambient conditions. All Raman spectra were collected using 180° backscattering geometry
through the cylinder diamond. To ensure the greatest accuracy possible in our measurements of
peak intensity we focussed on the same point on the diamond culet before collecting the spectra at
each pressure studied.
To correct for the difference in observed peak intensity resulting from the use of the different
spectrometers, the intensity data from experiment 1 were all multiplied by a constant factor of
0.736 (obtained from comparing the mean intensity of the ν3 peak below 1000 MPa in both
experiments). As a result, within experimental error there is no difference in the observed
intensities between experiments 1 and 2 following this normalization procedure (see
supplementary information). All Raman intensities given in the manuscript are integrated
intensities, obtained following normalization in this manner and normalization to account for the
variation in density of the ethane due to the change in pressure.
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All Raman peaks observed were fitted with Lorentzian peaks following background subtraction.
We observed all peaks expected except for the pure rotational peaks, which exist at extremely
low wavenumber19 so are obscured by the notch filters employed in our experiments, and the ν2
peak which is obscured by the intense Raman peak from the diamond in the high pressure cell.
Each Raman peak was fitted with a single Lorentzian. The widths given refer in all cases to the
half width half maximum (HWHM).
Out of the peaks we have observed and used in our analysis, the fit to the 2ν6 has the largest
errors: Up to ± 0.3 cm-1 for the peak position and up to ± 0.5 cm-1 for the peak width. The errors
in the curve fits are therefore too small to justify plotting on our graphs.
The isothermal path through the liquid region of the ethane phase diagram followed in our
experiments at 300 K from condensation at 4.4 MPa20 to solidification at 2500 MPa21 involves a
large change in density. This causes a significant increase in intensity of the Raman peaks for
purely experimental reasons because, as pressure is increased, more molecules are in the volume
illuminated by the laser spot at the focal point.
We have therefore normalized our observed Raman intensities using the Xiang-Deiters equation
of state (EOS) for ethane, calculated using the ThermoC code22. However it must be noted that
the accuracy of this EOS cannot be guaranteed in the pressure range of our study due to the lack
of experimental equation of state data in this region of the phase diagram. Accurate
experimental equation of state data are available from NIST only up to 70 MPa20. We examined
a variety of different equations of state using the ThermoC software. The Wagner-Setzmann,
Patel-Teja, Boublík–Alder–Chen–Kreglewski (BACK), Xiang-Deiters and Boublík–Nezbeda +
Jacobsen–Stewart (BNJS-2LJ) all lie close to the NIST data in the region in which data is
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available, but then diverge from each other at higher pressure, by up to 15% (figure 1).
However, the volume of solid ethane at 2700 MPa and 300 K in phase IV, very soon after
crystallization, has been measured accurately using X-ray diffraction (33.38 cm3mol-1)16. The
volume decrease upon crystallization is, as a general rule, small23 (we would expect about 10%).
Only the Xiang-Deiters and BNJS-2LJ equations of state are consistent with this constraint. We
have selected the Xiang-Deiters EOS for this reason, and because it was specifically developed
for application to small alkane molecules24.
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Figure 1. Experimental EOS data for ethane from NIST20 (circles), EOS calculated using
ThermoC software22 (lines) and volume of ethane in the solid phase IV following
crystallization16.
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RESULTS
We will describe in turn the behavior of the different Raman modes observed. The lowest
frequency mode is the ν3 C – C stretching mode at ca. 1000 cm-1. This mode exhibited, within
error, a linear increase in frequency upon pressure increase throughout. The width and intensity,
however, exhibit a discontinuity at ca. 1000 MPa (figure 2a). This is also visually evident in the
observed spectra (figure 2b).
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Figure 2. (a) Variation of ν3 peak width and normalized intensity as a function of pressure,
showing transition at ca. 1000 MPa (shaded). Lines are guides to the eye only and have no
physical significance. (b) Example spectra of ν3, all collected during experiment 1.
Next, we observe the ν11 mode at ca. 1470 cm-1 (figure 3), corresponding to deformation of the
CH3 groups. It is barely detectable at the lowest pressures studied due to its weakness combined
with high width but upon pressure increase it becomes more intense and narrow. We observe
changes in the characteristics of this mode at extremely low pressure, ca. 250 MPa. The Raman
frequency stops decreasing upon pressure increase and starts to increase upon pressure increase.
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Figure 3. (a) Variation of ν11 peak position and width as a function of pressure. The peak shifts
to lower frequency upon pressure increase at extremely low pressures below ca. 250 MPa
(shaded region). Lines are guides to the eye only and have no physical significance. (b)
Example spectra of ν11 demonstrating also the decrease in intensity at the lowest pressures
studied.
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We then observe two groups of Raman modes at much higher frequency. At 2735 cm-1 there is
the 2ν6 CH3 deformation (Fermi resonance with ν1 C-H stretching). Due to its low intensity this,
and the 2ν2 which we will discuss next, were not observed in the only previous Raman studies of
liquid ethane published to our knowledge21,25,26,27. They were however, observed in previous
studies of gaseous ethane18,28. The 2ν6 peak position decreases upon pressure increase at the very
lowest pressures studied, then plateaus out and begins to increase upon pressure increase above
ca. 1000 MPa. The peak width increases linearly until ca. 1000 MPa, then remains constant
upon further pressure increase. Figure 4a shows the variation in 2ν6 peak position and width as a
function of pressure and figure 4b shows selected spectra of this peak and the neighbouring 2ν2.
Whilst the parameters of the 2ν2 peak have been examined and are shown in the supplementary
information, we will not discuss them further here since the weakness of the peak leads the
spread of data to be too large to draw reliable conclusions.
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Figure 4. (a) Plot of 2ν6 peak position and width as a function of pressure, demonstrating
transition at ca. 1000 MPa (shaded). Lines are guides to the eye only and have no physical
significance. (b) Example spectra of 2ν6 and 2ν2 peaks.
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Figure 5. (a) Variation of peak position as a function of pressure for all four peaks at ca. 3000
cm-1, where changes in ν10 peak in particular indicate transition at ca. 250 MPa. Lines are guides
to the eye only and have no physical significance. (b) Example spectra of these peaks,
illustrating also significant changes in intensity upon pressure increase, particularly of the ν5
peak. Inset to (b) shows variation in (2ν8, 2ν11) width upon pressure increase, showing transition
at ca. 1000 MPa.
Lastly, we studied the group of overlapping peaks in the vicinity of 3000 cm-1 (figure 5). We
observe the following two intense peaks: CH3 deformation (2ν8, 2ν11) at ca. 2890 cm-1 (Fermi
degeneracy, as outlined in ref.19) and the ν1 C-H stretching at ca. 2980 cm-1 (also ref.19). To
obtain an acceptable fit to the data it is, however, necessary to include two more peaks: One
between the (2ν8, 2ν11) and ν1, and one at higher frequency than the ν1. The previous study by
Shimizu et al.21 collected four data points in the liquid state and fitted only three peaks. Visual
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inspection indicates that their spectra are similar to ours, and their decision to fit only three peaks
is due to the poorer signal-to-noise ratio.
In this case the weaker peak at higher frequency than the ν1 would most logically be assigned to
ν10 C-H stretching and there are various possible assignments for the weak peak in between the
(2ν8, 2ν11) and the ν1. The most plausible option is the ν5, an IR-active C-H stretching mode in
the gas state19 which may become weakly Raman-active in the liquid state. We do not consider
that the numerical values of the fitting parameters for the ν5 and ν10 peaks can be treated as
reliable due to the complete overlap between these and neighbouring peaks, but substantial
qualitative changes to the characteristics of these peaks upon pressure increase are evident from
inspection of the raw data.
All four of the peaks fitted exhibit a decrease in frequency upon pressure increase at the lowest
pressures studied, up to ca. 250 MPa (figure 5a). The width of the (2ν8, 2ν11) peak undergoes a
sharp change at ca. 1000 MPa, from a regime in which it steadily increases upon pressure
increase to one in which it remains constant (figure 5b inset). The total intensity of this group of
peaks remains constant within error throughout the entirety of both experiments, but there are
clear changes in intensity of some peaks (disappearance of shoulder due to ν5 and appearance of
shoulder due to ν10 upon pressure increase – see figure 5b).

DISCUSSION
We observe, at 300 K, two clear, narrow, transitions in liquid ethane at ca. 250 MPa and ca. 1000
MPa. The condensation transition in ethane at 300 K is at 4.4 MPa, a lower pressure than any of
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our datapoints. We therefore propose that the first transition observed is the Frenkel line. On the
low pressure side of this transition all Raman peaks except the ν3 behave as we would expect in a
non-rigid liquid (i.e. gaslike liquid); the frequency stays constant or decreases upon pressure
increase due to the increased effect of attractive Van der Waals forces between molecules
loosening the intra-molecular bonds. The ν3 does also exhibit this behavior; just at lower
pressures than are achievable in our study. Lee and Ben-Amotz studied the ν3 mode using a
large volume cell25. This mode exhibited a crossover between (what we now recognize as)
nonrigid and rigid liquid-like behavior at a density of ca. 10 molecules nm-3. This corresponds to
a pressure of about 70 MPa according to NIST. We note the transition in different Raman peaks
is observed at different pressure (ranging from ca. 70 MPa for the ν3 to ca. 200 MPa for the (2ν8,
2ν11)). This is consistent with the definition of the Frenkel line; it is a transition that takes place
over a certain P,T range rather than a discontinuous transition at a single P,T point5,12. It has also
been pointed out that the different criteria to define the Frenkel line lead to transitions under
different P,T conditions15,29.
All changes that we observe upon the transition at ca. 250 MPa are to properties which are more
reminiscent of a dense, rigid, closely packed liquid. Following the transition, all modes which
involve bond stretching (as opposed to rotation), the ν3, 2ν6 and ν1, exhibit upward shift in
frequency upon pressure increase. This is what is predicted by the simple Grüneisen model for
vibrational frequency that was developed for use with solids, and which we applied to the rigid
liquid state14. Out of the remaining modes studied, the ν11 and (2ν8, 2ν11), the (2ν8, 2ν11) does
shift upwards in frequency following the transition at ca. 250 MPa whilst the ν11 does not. The
Grüneisen model cannot make any prediction of how the frequency of these modes will vary as a
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function of pressure because it works by relating the shift to the change in bond length, whilst the
bond length stays constant when a rotational mode is excited.
Between the first transition, at ca. 250 MPa, and the second transition at ca. 1000 MPa, we
observe (except for the ν11) an increasing peak width as pressure is increased. This is expected;
the presence of non-hydrostatic stress always causes an increase in the width of Raman spectral
peaks. The rigid liquid state cannot support static non-hydrostatic stress like a solid, but it can
support non-hydrostatic stress for a limited time period due to the propagation of shear waves
(this is what differentiates it from the non-rigid liquid state5). The further pressure is increased,
the lower the liquid relaxation time becomes and the larger the spectrum of shear waves that can
be supported. Therefore spectral peaks can broaden.
The ν3, ν11, 2ν6 and (2ν8, 2ν11) peaks all exhibit narrow changes in the dependence of peak width
on pressure at ca. 1000 MPa. Following this the behaviour of all spectral peaks is solidlike – the
peaks shift to higher wavenumber upon pressure increase, and the width increases upon pressure
increase or stays constant. We observe no further changes until the onset of pre-crystallization
phenomena9 close to the crystallization point at 2500 MPa.
Whilst the finding that high pressure induces solidlike properties is not in itself a surprise, the
nature of the transitions we observe is remarkable and important in two ways. Regarding the
first transition; the Frenkel line has been controversial since its proposal in 20125. The
controversy has centered around two issues; firstly the fact that it is proposed as a transition
between liquidlike and gaslike states despite the fact that it does not begin at the critical point
and instead is proposed to extend into the subcritical region. Thus far, existing experimental
observations of the Frenkel line have observed it only in the supercritical region, failing to
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address this point. In our study, we directly observe the Frenkel line in the subcritical region for
the first time, according to the same criteria as our previous observation of the Frenkel line in the
supercritical region14. Secondly, the fact that our observation of the Frenkel line is not
dependent on any data analysis procedure with the potential for systematic errors. The change
from a decrease in Raman frequency upon pressure increase to an increase upon pressure
increase is evident in the raw data. In contrast, the observation of the Frenkel line on the basis of
diffraction experiments12 has been disputed15.
One of the qualitative differences between the rigid liquid state and nonrigid liquid state is that
the rigid liquid state can exhibit short range order. As a result, the rigid liquid state can exhibit
phase transitions as the nature of this short range order changes upon variation in pressure and/or
temperature8. We propose that such a phase transition is what we observe at ca. 1000 MPa, and
can understand this by analogy to the transitions between different solid phases of ethane at low
temperature. Pressure increase causes a transition away from the orientationally disordered
phase (phase I) to orientationally ordered phases II and III.
Considering the ethane molecule as a rigid rod with dimensions 4.755 Å x 3.988 Å30, the
absolute maximum density that can be achieved by close packing of these rods is 66 Å3 per
molecule or 39.7 cm3 per mole. According to the equation of state we have utilized this density
should be reached at ca. 1400 MPa. To achieve higher density than this, it is necessary for
orientational order to exist and for direct compression of the intra-molecular bonds to take place.
We are conducting a detailed study of solid ethane which will be published separately.
However, we would like to make one proposal at this stage regarding solid ethane. The structure
of solid ethane following crystallization at 2500 MPa 300 K has been assigned to phase IV using
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X-ray diffraction16, and to phase II, followed by a phase transition at 3300 MPa to phase III,
using Raman spectroscopy21. Our Raman spectra collected from solid ethane at 300 K (see
supplementary information) are in agreement with those shown in ref. 21, but we assign them to
phase IV rather than phase II. This is because the Raman spectra of phase II collected at low
temperature26 exhibit two intense peaks at ca. 1200 cm-1, which are absent from both our spectra
of solid ethane and those in ref.21.

CONCLUSIONS
We have observed experimentally the Frenkel line transition between the nonrigid liquid state
and the recently hypothesized rigid liquid state in ethane. Our observation validates the hitherto
controversial prediction that the Frenkel line extends into the subcritical region and is thus
distinguished from the Widom lines. In addition, we observe a transition at ca. 1000 MPa that
can only be understood by reference to the rigid liquid state; the nonrigid liquid state is, by
definition, completely disordered (gaslike) and thus cannot contain any phase transitions. The
phase diagram of ethane, covering gas, liquid, supercritical fluid and solid states is shown in
figure 6. Here we plot the known boundary lines between solid, liquid and gas states. We also
plot a representative Widom line (that for the heat capacity at constant pressure), and the phase
transition line between the orientationally disordered solid phase I and the orientationally ordered
solid phases. The metastable phase II is omitted from the diagram for clarity; the stable phases
III and IV are included. The phase transition line between phases III and IV has yet to be
measured.
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Figure 6. Phase diagram of ethane. The liquid – gas20 and solid – liquid31 transitions are shown,
alongside a representative Widom line (that for heat capacity at constant pressure20). The region
where phase I exists is shown31, alongside the regions where phase III and phase IV are believed
to be stable. The metastable phase II is omitted for clarity. The approximate pressure of the
Frenkel line transition (horizontal black line at ca. 250 MPa) and the second liquid – liquid
transition (horizontal black line at ca. 1000 MPa) observed in our work are shown. This second
transition is the boundary between rigid liquid states 1 and 2. These transitions occur at pressure
two orders of magnitude higher than the critical point20 and Widom line (note logarithmic scale
on the pressure axis). The Frenkel line is expected to begin at ca. 0.75Tc32 and continue into the
supercritical region. Dotted green lines are possible P,T paths for the phase transitions observed
at 300 K.
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A number of other systems exhibit liquid – liquid phase transitions8,33,34,35. However, most of
these (for example sulfur and phosphorus) involve actual changes in the covalent inter-atomic
bonding so may be understood as reactions rather than purely as phase transitions. Such a
transition / reaction could occur in the rigid or nonrigid liquid states. The intra-molecular bonds
can be broken under the right conditions whether the sample is a solid, liquid or even a gas.
What we observe in ethane, on the other hand, is a transition in the degree of structural order
which should be understood by reference to the rigid liquid state, analogous to phase transitions
in crystalline solids. There are few other instances of this kind of transition in liquids, water
being the main example36.
Further computational, as well as experimental, work is required to characterize in detail and
understand liquid-liquid phase transitions in molecular materials and relate the changes in the
Raman spectra to the nature of the phase transitions. With the obvious exception of water,
molecular materials have been neglected in computational research on fluids due to their
complexity, despite their scientific importance. The major and outer planets are composed
mainly of molecular fluids.
The similarity between the solid and liquid states in ethane is reflected on both sides of the
melting transition. Whilst we clearly see signs of solid-like order in the liquid state, there exists
on the other hand a certain level of disorder in the solid phase (IV) obtained upon crystallization
at 300 K. The orientation of the hydrogen atoms around the axis of the C-C bond is not fixed16
and it is likely that they are free to rotate. As was originally stated by Frenkel9, the difference
between the solid and dense liquid states is quantitative rather than qualitative.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supporting information. Graphs of Raman peak positions, widths and intensities versus
pressure, comparison of results from experiments 1 and 2, Raman spectrum of solid ethane at 2.9
GPa, all tabulated data.
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